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SUMMARY 
The tumbling characteristics of dynamic models of 14 specific 
airplane designs investi~ted in the Langley 2O-foot free - spinning 
tunnel for various loadings and configurations are summarized - For 
three of the models, tests were made to determine whether recovery 
from a tumble could be effected by the use of parachutes, and f or two 
of these models, further tests were made t o determine whether the pilot 
could safely escape from a tumbling airplane - The accelerations that 
would be acting on the pilot during a tumble were computed for several· 
of the tests. 
The results indicated that conventional airplanes would not tumble, 
whereas tailless and tail-first airplanes might tumble, depending upon 
the amount of static longi tudinal stability. The tumbling motion could 
generally be prevented by forward movement of the center of gravity-
The results also indicated that tailless airplanes of low aspect ratio 
and having their mass distributed chiefly along the fuselage were less 
likely to tumble than tailless airplanes of high aspect ratio and having 
the mass distributed chiefly along the wing. It was indicated that 
lateral and directional controls had little or no effect on tumbling 
other than to dictate the motion of the airplane after recovery from a 
tumble. The longitudinal controls and auxiliary lift devices did not 
appear to have any effect on tumbling, except when the longitudinal 
stability was marginal. In an emergency, recovery from a tumble may 
be effected by the use of two parachutes, one attached to each wing tip, 
when opened simultaneously. The investi~tion indicated that the 
accelerations encountered by a pilot in a tumble may be exceptionally 
dangerous. The results also indicated that, although the pilot will 
probably not be struck by parts of the airplane in leaving the cockpit 
of a tailless airplane during a tumble, the accelerations acting on him 
during the tumble may be high and may prevent him from leaving the 
cockpit. 
J 
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INTRODUCTION 
The phenomenon of tumbling, a continuous pitching rotation about an 
axis parallel to the lateral axis of the airplane while descending along 
an inclined path (see fig. 1), was reported in 1942 for a conventional 
fighter airplane. Later, a fatal crash occurred during flight tests of a 
tailless airplane, the cause of which, it was believed, might have been 
the pilot I s failure to recover from a tumble. To date, however, there is 
no reliable information regarding the tumbling of full-scale aircraft. 
Investigations conducted in the Langley 2O-foot free-spinning tunnel 
following the implications that such a maneuver as tumbling may be possible 
have shown that the, phenamenon is real and may occur with tailless air-
planes but not with conventional airplanes. 
The tumble tests reported herein were conducted generally as part of 
regular spin-test programs for 14 dynamic models. The models represented 
tailless airplanes having a wide range of sweep angles and aspect ratios 
as well as several conventional airplanes. For some of the models, tests 
were made to determine the effects of center-of-gravity variation and of 
weight variation . Revisions of the geametric configuration of same of 
the models were also tested, either because a revision was re~uired to 
improve the spin-recovery or longitudinal trim characteristics, or to 
improve the tumbling characteristics. For three of the models, tests 
were made to determine whether or not parachutes could be used as an 
emergency tumble- recovery device, and for two of these models, pilot-
escape data were obta ined. Approximate calculations were made for some 
of the models to determine the magnitude of the accelerations which would 
be acting on the pilot during a tumble. 
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SYMBOIB 
wing span, f eet 
wing area, s~uare feet 
mean aerodynamic chord, feet 
ratio of distance of center of gravity rearward of leading 
edge of mean aerodynamic chord t o mean aerodynamic chord 
ratio of distance between center of gravity and horizontal 
reference line to mean aerodynamic chor d (pos i tive when 
center of gravity is below line) 
mass of a i rplane, slugs 
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p 
r 
a. 
t 
e 
€ 
g 
a 
a' 
a" 
moments of inertia about X2 Y, and Z body axes, respectively, slug-feet 
air density, slugs per cubic foot 
airplane rela ti v e -densi ty parameter (m/ pSb ) 
distance from airplane center of gravity to pilot's head, 
feet 
angle of attack of airplane, measured at the center of 
gravity, degrees 
time (taken to be zero the instant the record of motion 
began), seconds 
angular displacement of airplane about its Y-axis, 
radiana (e = 0 when t = 0) 
angle a line through the pilot's head and the airplane 
center of gravity makes with the fuselage reference 
line, degrees 
full-scale velocity of the airplane center of gravity 
along its trajectory, feet per second 
angular velocity of airplane about its Y-axis, radIans 
per second (n = ~) 
acceleration due to gravity, 32.2 feet per second per second 
centripetal acceleration of pilot's head due to n, g units 
angular acceleration of airplane about its Y-axis, radians 
per second per second 
tangential acceleration of pilot's head due to a o, g units 
resultant acceleration of pilot's head, g units 
component of acceleration directed through long axis of the 
pilot (positive when pilot is pushed down into seat), 
g units 
component of acceleration directed normal to long axis of 
the pilot (positive when pilot is pushed against back 
of seat), g units 
rudder deflection, degrees 
-~---- -- ----
_J 
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elevator deflection, degrees 
aileron deflection, degrees 
APPARATUS AND MErHODS 
Model 
Dimensional and mass characteristics of the airplanes as represented 
by the models are presented in tables I and II, respectively, and three-view 
drawings of the mode l s and changes from the normal model configurations are 
presented in figures 2 to 15. Each model was ballasted by the use of lead 
weights to obtain dynamic similarity to the particular airplane it repre-
sented at a given test altitude as listed in table II. The parachutes used 
were of the flat circular type, made of silk, and had a drag coefficient of 
approximately 0.7 based on the surface area of the canopy when spread out 
flat. A model pilot was made to scale and ballasted for dynamic similarity 
of a 200-pound man, with parachute, at the test altitude. For the 
parachute-recovery and pilot-escape tests, a remote-control mechanism was 
installed in the model to open the parachute or release the model pilot. 
Wind Tunnel and Testing Technique 
The tumbling tests were performed in the Langley 20-foot free-spinning 
tunnel, the operation of which is generally similar t o that of the l 5-foot f r ee -
spinning tunnel, as described in reference 1, except that the launching 
technique has been changed to launching by hand. For the tumble tests, t wo 
methods of launching the models were employed: the model was launched from 
a nose-up attitude to simulate a whip stall in order to determine whether 
the model would start tumbling of its own accord, and the model was launched 
with initial pitching rotation in order to determine whether the model would 
tumble once the tumbling motion had been started. The simulated whip stall 
was obtained by holding the model in the air stream with its nose up and 
simply letting go of the model. The initial pitching rotation given ·the 
model was imparted while holding the model in the air stream and forcing 
it to rotate by applying a pitching moment. The model data presented 
herein were converted to full-scale values by methods described in 
r eference 1. 
The models used for the parachute-recovery tests were so loaded that 
they would tumble when launched with initial pitching rotation and the 
parachutes were opened after approximately two complete revolutions of the 
tumble. The number of additional revolutions, made before recovery was 
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effected, was recorded by visual observation and by moving pictures of the 
motion. The pilot-escape tests were conducted in a similar marmer except 
that after approximately two revolutions of the tumble the model pilot 
was released from the top of the cockpit or escape hatch and his path of 
motion was observed to determine whether he struck the tumbling model. 
Computations of Accelerations 
Accelerations at the pilot's head were computed because it appears that 
the head is most vulnerable as regards accelerations. The resultant accel-
eration of the pilot's head with respect t o the earth is the vectorial sum 
of the tangential and normal accelerations of the airplane center of gravity 
along and normal to its trajectory plus the centri2etal acceleration of the 
pilot's head due to the angular velocity of the airplane about its Y-axis 
plus the tangential acceleration of the pilot's head due to angular accel-
eration of the airplane about its Y-axis. The accelerations given herein 
for models 9 and 11 were computed on the assumption that the airplane 
rotated with constant angular velocity and the tangential and normal accel-
erations of the center of gravity were negligible. More recent tests with 
model 13, however, have shown that the models may not rotate with constant 
angular velocity, although the tangential and normal accelerations of the 
center of gravity of the models were found to be negligible (less than 1) 
as originally assumed. The path of motion of the tumbling model was 
obtained with a stationary motion-picture camera for model 13. The model 
motion was converted into corresponding full-scale motion and plotted in 
figure 1. This path of motion was used to determine the angular velocity n 
and the angular acceleration ao by graphical differentiation of the dis-
placement curves. The centripetal acceleration a c and the tangential 
acceleration aA were then calculated by use of the following formulas: 
2 r (dB)2 E. a = n - = c g dt g 
r d2e r aA = a o - = dt2 g g 
The slopes were arbitrarily taken on figure 16 at instances 
halfway between the recorded intervals of time. These were then resolved 
into their components directed through and normal to the long axis of 
the pilot: 
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a' 8.c sin e + aA cos e 
" + aA sin e a = a cos € c 
The resultant acceleration a is the vectorial sum of the components a' 
and. " a . 
PRECISION 
The values of precision presented. are the maximum 'values taken from 
a composite of values given by all the mod.els. The tumble results presented. 
herein are believed. to be true values given by the mod.el within the fol-
lowing limits: 
0" d.egrees • • • • • • • • 
V, :percent • • • • • • • • 
. . . 
. . . . . . . 
•• ±1 
• • ±5 
The values of acceleration given herein are believed. to be the true mod.el 
values with ±~ :percent. 
The accuracy of measuring the weight and. mass distribution of the 
mod.ela is believed. to be within the following lilni ts: 
Weight, percent • • • • • • • • • 
Center-of-gravity location, percent C. • ••• 
Moments of inertia, :percent • • • • • • • • • • 
Controls were set with an accuracy of flo. 
. . 
. . . . . . . . . 
±l 
±l 
±5 
Comparison between mod.el and. airplane tumble results cannot be mad.e 
as there exists no full-scale tumbling d.ata. The following interpretation 
is given for the application of model results to the full-scale airplane 
from the results of different method.s of launching the model: If the mod.el 
tumbles when launched either with or without initial pitching rotation, it 
is taken as an indication that the correspond.ing air:plane could tumble, 
although the airplane probably would. be more likely to tumble if the model 
starts tumbling when launched with no pitching rotation. If the rotation 
stops after being launched with initial pitching rotation, the results are 
interpreted to mean that the corresponding airplane will not tumble. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
An index to the d.ata is presented in table III. The data are presented 
in t ables IV through XXIII. For convenience , a cod.e of symbols was chosen 
to represent different results. The symbol A means that the model tumbled; 
symbol B means that the model would not tumble and. dived with slightly 
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damped oscillations in pitch until striking the safety net; symbol C 
indicates that the model would not tumble and dived with rapidly damped 
oscillations in pitch which were completely ~ped before striking the 
safety net; and the symbol D means that the model would not tumble 
and dived with no oscillations in pitch, that is, the oscillations were 
damped almost instantaneously at the termination of a forced initial 
rotation. Figures 17 to 20 are reproductions of motion pictures of 
the motions represented by the symbols A to D, respectively. 
For tests of the models in which the ailerons and rudders were 
deflected and for which the models did not tumble, the motion of the 
model as it dived in the tunnel was, as expected, dictated by the 
particular control settings existing. Some of the specific motions 
which the models performed were aileron rolls, spirals, spins, and so 
forth. These resulting motions have not been included in the tables. 
Effect of Dimenaional and Mass Characteristics 
Tumbling tests were made for conventional models with normally 
located center-of-gravity positions (models 1 to 4) and no tendency to 
tumble was indicated. It thus appears that air plane designs having 
conventionally located horizontal tails are not likely to tumble 
irr espective of the external forces acting. Model 9, a tailless model, 
wOlLd not tumble when horizontal tail area, 5 percent of the wing area, 
was a dded at approximately 1.5 mean aerodynamic chord lengths rearward 
of the center of gravity. (See fig. 11 and table XII.) Increasing the 
horizontal tail area of model 5 ( a tail -first, pusher - type airplane), 
however , was detrimental rather than beneficial which is significant in 
tha t i t shows that the damping furnished by the hor izontal tail area 
(see fig . 6 and tabl e VIII ) is not necessar ily the primary factor in 
determini ng whether a design wi ll tumbl e. Instead it appears that the 
sta t ic l ongi t udinal stability character istics of t he model are also 
primary f actors tha t determine the tumbling characteristics for a given 
model. Reducing t he stat i c longitudinal stabil ity either by r earward 
movement of the center of gravity or by forward movement of t he neut ral 
point increa sed t he tumbl i ng tendency . 
None of the t aille s s model s tested would tumbl e, i rrespecti ve of 
the method of launching, when the center of gravi ty was located f orward 
so as to provide a high degr ee of stat ic longi tudinal stability. With the 
center of gravity in an i nt ermediat e l ocat i on, some tai lless model s would 
not tumble when launched f r om a nose -up attit ude to s imulate a whip stall 
but would tumbl e when given forced initial r otation. Further r eduction 
in static stabil~ty caused t hese model s to tumbl e even when launched from 
a nose-up a ttitude to s imulate a whi p stall. (See tables X, XII, XIV, 
and XV.) Fi gure 21 illustrates a t umble of model 9 with the el eva tor 
full- up when launched from a nose -up att i tude to simulate a whip stall , and 
l_ 
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figure 22 illustrateD tho same model with the elevator neutral and launched 
in the same manner, diving with slightly damped pitching oscillations. 
Analys i s of the r esults given in tables II, XI, and XXII, i ndicates 
that models hav i ng a 1m. aspect r atio and a high pitching inertia param-
eter (Iy/mb2), that i s , l oaded chiefly along the fuselage , have less 
tendency to tumble than do other tailless designs . For the models of l ow 
aspect r atio and high pitching inertia Farameter, mor e r earward center- o~ ­
gravi ty positions could be tolerated without l eading to tumbling than was 
possible for models of high aspect ratio and l ow pitching inertia . 
Effect of Controls 
Study of the effects on tumble characteristics of deflecting l ongitu-
dinal controls indicated that such controls only had an effect when the 
static longitudinal stability was marginal. When the center of gravity was 
l ocated so that the model had a high degree of static l ongitudinal stability, 
the model would not tl1lD.ble when the elevators were deflected full-up, neutra l, 
or full-down . When, however, the center -of -gravity l ocation was such that 
the model had a very l ow degree of static l ongitudLDal stability, the model 
would tumble irrespective of the elevator deflection . When the center-of-
gravity l ocation was intermediate, S·') that the model had marginal static 
l ongitudinal stability, the model would either: (1) tumble with positive 
pitching r otation when t he elevators were deflected full-up and would not 
tumble in either direction f or any other elevator deflection, (2) t umble 
with negative pitching r otation when the elevators were deflected full-down 
and would not tumble in either direct i on for any other e l evator deflection, 
or ( 3) tumble with positive pitching rotation when the elevators were 
deflected full-up, tumble with negative pitching r otation when the elevators 
were deflected full-down, or tumbl e in either direction when the elevators 
were neutral . I t therefore appears "that recovery could be effected by full 
reversal of the elevators f or these marginal conditions. Ailerons and 
rudder, with few exceptions, appeared to have litt le effect on tumbling. 
I t is not apparent from the data what effect slats have 
characteristics but it is believed that t heir effect depends 
they have on static l ongitudinal stability characteristics. 
XIV, XV, and XX .) 
on tumbling 
upon the effect 
(See tables XII, 
Landing flaps and pitch flaps have the same effect as elevators and 
may assist in stopping the tumble if deflected in conjunction with the 
elevators against t he direction of the rotation. 
Parachutes as a Tumble-Recovery Device 
The results of tests performed with models 9, 11, and 13 to determine 
the Size , towline length, and attachment l ocat ion f or parachutes as a 
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tumble-recovery device are presented on tables XIII, XVI, .and XXI, respectively 
The results generally show that a parachute on each wing will probably be 
necessary to obtain tumble recovery. When only one 'Parachute was used, the ; 
models generally continued to tumble or went into a spin (spinning to the 
right when the parachute was installed on the right wing tip). The results 
indicate that the length of the towline must be sufficient to allow the 
parachute to clear the wing wake in order that the parachutes may operate 
effectively. Tests of model 9 indicated that the towlines should be 
attached to the airplane at the wing tips in order for the parachutes to 
function properly. With the towline attached inboard from the tips on model 9, 
the towline and parachutes wrapped themselves about the wing and the model 
continued tumbling. (See table XIII.) The sizes of parachutes required 
for satisfactory recovery varied for the three models, ranging from 7 to 
approximately II feet. The results of unpublished spin data for model 13 
when compared with the results on table XXI show that the size parachutes 
required for recovery from a spin when two wing-tip parachutes are used 
will also provide recovery from a tumble. A typical tumble recovery by 
use of parachutes is shown in figure 23 for model 9. 
Accelerations 
Computations of accelerations which would be encountered at the pilot's 
head during a tumble were made for models 9, 11, and 13. Computations for 
models 9 and 11 were based on an average of the angular velocities encoun-
tered during the tumble, whereas those for model 13 allowed for the vari-
ation of the rate of tumbling rotation. The computations for model 9 
(not presented in tabular form) were made for the tumble which had the 
fastest average angular velocity. For this tumble, the average tumbling 
rate of rotation was ~.3 radians per second and the accompanying accel-
erations were 4.3g units. The results for models 11 and 13 are presented 
in tables XVIII and XXII, respectively. As indicated in table XVIII for 
model 11, the average rates of rotation for several tumbles ranged from 
6 to 8 radians per second and the corresponding accelerations ranged from 
5g to 109, approximately. The results for model 13 (table XXII) are for 
a tumble during which the tumbling rate of rotation during one revolution 
varied from about 1.5 to 4.5 radians per second, full scale. The resultant 
acceleration varied from approximately Ig to 14g and the component of 
acceleration along the long axis of the pilot varied from approximately 
2g to -3g while that component normal to the long axis varied from approxi-
mately 1 to 14. The average angular velocity for the tumble of model 13 was 
approximately 3 radians per second and based on this average value, an accel-
eration of only about 4.5g units would be obtained. It appears, therefore, 
that in order to obtain a true picture of the accelerations, considerations 
must be given to the variations of tumbling rates of rotation in any one 
tumble. The distance of the pilot from the center of gravity (about which 
the rotation may be assumed to be) is also a critical factor being much 
larger for model 13 than for models 9 and 11. 
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In order to obtain the true acceleration to which the pilot will react 
physiologically, the effects of gravity (lg) must be added to the calculated 
results. Little is known about rapid repetition of exposure to short-period 
accelerations, but negative accelerations directed through the long axis of 
the pilot (a ') are the least tolerable. Reference 2 indicates that continued 
exposure to neeative accelerations of 3g may cause symptoms of concussion of 
the brain and that negative accelerations of 5g may result in massive 
cerebral hemorrhage and possibly death. It is indicated in reference 3, 
however, that nesative accelerations of 3.6g have been tolerated for periods 
of 7 seconds without any apparent ill effects on the subJect. Reference 2 
further indicates that positive accelerations (such as, to push the pilot 
down in the cockpit) of 5g will probably cause temporary loss of vision and 
that forces of 6g to 7 g will cause loss of consciousness. Also it is 
.pointed out that continued accelerations normal to the long axis of the 
pilot are not well tolerated above 12g' s • Although no information is 
available with regard to tolerance of exposure to repetitious accelerations, 
it is concluded that the accelerations encountered during a tumble may be 
exceptionally dangerous to the pilot. 
Pilot Escape 
study of the accelerations acting on the pilot in a tumble indicate 
that it may be very difficult for the pilot to climb out of the cockpit 
if it becomes necessary for him to leave the airplane during a tumble. 
Aid from an ejection-seat arrangement may be required. The results of 
brief tests of models II and 13 indicate that if the pilot can climb out 
of the cockpit and jump, he will not be struck by any parts of the air-
plane, in that the results showed that the model pilots cleared the models 
by a large margin in each of several attempts. 
CONCLUSJ;ONS 
On the basis of the results of tumble tests of 14 dynamic models, 
the following conclusions are made. 
1. Conventional airplanes will not tumble, whereas tailless and tail-
first airplanes may tumble. 
2. IncreaSing the static longitudinal stability tends towards the 
prevention of tumbling. 
3· Tailless airplanes having low aspect ratio and a large pitching 
inertia parameter (Iy /mb2) are less likely to tumble than those having 
high aspect ratio and a small pitching inertia parameter. 
4. Ailerons and rudder have little or no effect on tumbling. 
.. 
- - -------
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5. Movement of the elevators to oppose the tumbling rotation will 
generally be effective in producing recovery from a tumble when the static 
longitudinal stability is marginal. 
6. Two parachutes, one attached to each wing tip, will generally be 
effective in producing recovery from a tumble. 
7. Accelerations in a tumble may be exceptionally dangerous. 
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
Langley Field, Va. 
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Alrplane 
Model Bcale 
Over- all length 
Span , ft . 
Area, eq f't 
Aspect ratio 
Root chord, in . 
Tip chord, in. 
Taper ratio 
C! , in . 
Leading e<l8e of C 
rearvard. of leadi.ng 
edge of root chord I 
in. . . 
Tvist, deg . 
Dihedral, deg 
Sweep at quarter 
chord, deg 
Sect10n l"oot . 
Span, ft . 
Area, eq f't 
Type . . . 
Total. area J eq f't 
Distance :f:ran center of 
gran ty to binge 
line, it . . . 
Area, eq:f't . .. . 
· . 
Type . . .. 
Area, aq:f't . 
Distance fian center of 
gravity to binge 
line, ft 
Type . •• ..•. 
Span, percent b/2 . 
· . 
Area ree.rvard. of h1.nge 
line, eq :f't ... 
c ~r' deg 
d 5., deg 
d 5a , deg 
SOrig1.nal. 
~ev18ed . 
cL, left; H, right. 
dU, up ; D, down . 
· . 
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TABLE I. - DlM!lISIONAL Cl!i\RACTERISTICS OF MODElS = 
1 
1 
is 
27 .04 
39.0 
258 
5 .9 
98.64 
64.8 
0. 66 
83 . 3 
3.08 
0 
~ 5 .5 at 30 perceot 
chord 
1~ .41 back C'iK (expended 
to 18 percent 
BOd modified) 
14 .83 
61.12 
Ncmnal 
27 . 07 
17.15 
25 ·77 
I'fcmnal 
13· 53 
17 .08 
Ailerons 
36.?2 
21.62 
~~ OL 30U 
OD qou 
15D 
[Model values are presented in tenns of 
corre.ponding airplane value.] 
2 3 4 
-1- .l... .l... 
20 20 16 
30. 17 29 .75 15 ·00 
\/ing 
34.0 35.0 21.12 
213·22 232 100 
5.43 5·28 4.41 
98 .6 100.0 85.71 
50 .0 60.0 28 .58 
0 · 51 0.60 0 . 33 
80 .64 83 .16 61.91 
5 .41 42.85 41.36 
0 0 0 
~(4 . 0 at 
o perceot l> 4.4 -4. 0 
chord 
0.75 back 0.8 bac 34 . 0 back }---------- {NACA 0015 I> fNACA 5-010 
Horizontal tail 
13 . 0 ll . O {~pper vee, 5·17 Lower vee, 4 .71 
41.20 30 .48 {upper ves, 20.40 Lover ves, ll.67 
Elevator 
Nomal Ncmnal Rudevatora 
17. 30 12 . 02 4 .86 
to quarter chord; 
16.83 16 .47 4.97 upper vee 
5.74 lower vee 
Vertical. tall 
tertiCal fins 8 . 32 
19. 01 14 . 36 center vertical. 
taU 7.55 
Rudder 
Honnal lIcmnal Rudevatora 
ll.07 8 .03 See 
17.25 16.77 Elevator 
lateral. control 
Ailerons Ailerons Ail.erons 
39 . 0 40·5 40 · 3 
12 .76 12 . 32 2 .8 
Ccmtrol deflections 
{3~ r~ {15L 30L 30L 15R { 35U 30U {3OU 1511 15D 1511 
~25U 10D {25U 10D {2OU 20D 
5 6 7 
1 1 l. 
16 .95 17.8 30 
29 . 58 29 .46 50 .70 
~"." 54.0 1)4 .0. b41.02 aB. 3 356 1800 b213 •2 
a7 . 91 8 .2 10 b7 . 88 
~ 92 .0 ll6 . 6 279·6 
"23.70 ~ 43.97 46.8 b33. 54 
{0.258 I} 0 · 376 0.167 "67 . 69 85 .82 190.8 b67 . 44 
~"61.08 b62 . 88 I> - 29 .1 (forward ) 82 . 8 
~ washout 1 . , vaehln 1 .5 washout t 4.5 at ~t 2 at } 25 percent 25 percent 4 cbord chord 
28 .5 back 15 forward ll .2 back 
~ {6~0015 ~ ~ACA tACA-103 v:ltb ~ 23018 1>1 150 reflex of O. 2OC 
~a8 ' 92 } None Nooe bll .31 
18. 63 I> Nooe Nooe b21.52 
{;u first ~Oo inboard }tOo inboard I} all movable traUing edge railing e<l8e 
of v1ng of v1ng 
{a18. 63 36.40 156 ba. 52 
> 15 . 95 5.42 10.4 
27.8 43 .5 180 
~al~-. I> Normal ~Dual~ I} tip rudders tip rudders 
13· 01 19.4 90 
7 . 97 12. 31 12 .83 
Ailerons Ailerons Ailerons 
39 .ll 52 .85 50 . 3 
15 .2 36. 4 llO 
(ttt: 4~4 ilL I> J25R ~~ I} :f't: l.lE, OL t5L 5~{~ I> 30U I} 20D lOD 
{28u 9D > {2OU 15D {i~ I} 
• 
NACA RM No. L8J28 
Airplane 
Model Beale 
Over-all length 
Span, ft. .. 
Area, sq ft .. 
Aspect ratio . 
Root chord ~ in . 
Tip chord, in. 
Teper ratio . . 
c, in . .. 
Leading edge of C 
r earward of leading 
edge of root chord J 
in. . . 
Twist, des. 
Dihedral, deg 
Sweep at quarter 
chord, deg 
Section root . 
Span, f"t . • 
Area, Bq ft 
Type. . . .• • 
T?tal area, eq f"t 
Distance from center of 
gravity to hinge 
line, f't ... 4 ••• 
Area, sq ft ...... 
Type •. • •. . - ••• 
Area, eq ft .. . . 
Distance from center of 
gravity to hinge 
line, ft . ,. . .. 
Type . . •... - •. 
Span, percent b/2 .• 
Area rearward of hinge 
line, Bq:rt . .. . . 
C Br , des .. . •• .. 
dOe, deg .•.•... 
d 8a , deg . ..... . 
aOriginal • 
~evised . 
eL, left; R, right . 
dU, up ; D, down. 
TAllLE I. - DIMrnSIONAL Cl!ARACTERI=CS OF MODELS TmTED - Concluded 
8 
1 
16 
28.13 
23 · 3 
427 .0 
1. 27 
280.0 
238 
10.02 
o 
o 
o 
[MCA 
1..0016 
9 
.!... 
20 
17 .78 
60 .0 
490 
7 .36 
157.0 
39.0 
0.248 
109.8 
69 .7 
t4 ~a~~out 25 percent chord 
21.9 back 
} 
[ NACA 
l2'513-019 
10 
_ 1_ 
57 · 33 
50·9 
\ling 
172.0 
4020 
7 . 36 
450 . 0 
1.12 
0 .248 
315 
Horizontal tail 
11 
.!... 
16 
14.25 
39 .0 
293 · 31 
5.19 
141.6 
35 .84 
0.253 
102 .3 
49.3 
~k51~~ent ~ 
11_ chord ~ 
24 .9 back 
I. r MCA 
( 't212-018 
12 
.!... 
60 
54 . 0 
290 . 0 
7920 
10. 6 
480 .0 
96 
0 .20 
375 .6 
20 . 88 
o 
o 
13 
1 
17 ·55 
36 . 44 
38.67 
496 
3· 01 
192 . 0 
116.0 
0. 60 
157. 0 
o 
~~5 back VA 4- (00) (12)-(1.1) -(1.0) 
14 
.!... 
20 
41.37 
29 . 42 
375 
2· 31 
305 .8 
o 
o 
203.9 
101 ·9 
o 
o 
18.74 
48 .0 
None None None None None None 
-----do--- - -- ------do------- -----do------ ------do-- _____ ------do------ ---do----
Elevator 
Elsvona Elevens EleVO.D.a ElevOIla 
48.0 127 . 3 (rearward \ lof hinge line) ( 32· 61 
11 .45 [4.9 (inboard!\. L tip) V 5.02 
Vertical tail 
28 . 42 None None 37.2 
Rudder 
Dual rudders Split rudders Split rudders Split rudder s 
21.68 13.52 14 .63 
)12 .53 to top > 7.68 
ef hinge line 
EleVOD.a 
See 
Elevator 
25R 
25L 
45U 
15D 
Jioo 
~OD 
ElevOD.S 
See 
Elevator 
liD 
120.0 
22 ·05 
lateral control 
Elevens 
See 
Elevator 
EJ..evons 
See 
Elevator 
Control deflections 
600 
60D 
200 
10D 
{
15U 
15D 
45U 
45D f 10 .5U 
>t< 10.5D b 21U 
ti7D 0.5U Il. 0 . 5D It[b 140 14D 
{
t On inboard ~ trail1ng edge Elevens 
of v1.tIa 
240 54. 4 
792 122 . 4 
{~::;tiP :} {ru~rs 
306 32 .0 
10. 8 top of ~ 15 ' 15 to 
Ailerons 
58.6 
638 
{
100 
30D 
hinge line 
Elevens 
See 
Elevator 
25R 
't~5L 
300 
> < 
20D 
} f15U 
l:5D 
Elevens 
33·31 
10.53 
I\lIome.l 
V 13. 8 
~ 11.86 
Elevens 
Se~ 
Elevator 
20D 
13 
> 
} 
~ 
14 NACA RM No. L8J28 
TABLE II. - MASS CHARA~rsrICS OF 1fl1lEIS = 
l!:todel values are presented in terms of full-seale value~ 
Airplane 
Center- of'-grav1ty relative Moments of inertia Pitching inertia parameter density 
Mode~ Condition Weight location ~) (alug-feet2) (lb) (~2) xjc zjc Sea Altitude Ix Iy Iz level (ft) 
1 Normal 5,938 0·272 -{) .045 7 ·67 6,000 3,223 5,931 8,752 0.021 9·19 
2 Normal 7,406 .248 .100 13·3 6,000 5,201 6,077 lO,704 .023 15·99 
3 Normal 6,212 .290 .135 lO .0 8,000 2,750 4,560 6,890 .019 12 ·72 
4 Normal 4,552 ·216 -.013 28.2 1~~ 740 1,199 1,509 .019 
5 Normal 7, 698 .117 -.015 11.89 lO,OOO 4,257 11,024 14,523 .028 16.11 
6 Normal 3,846 .18 -.052 2 .61 1~4~ 5,084 4,369 9,365 .013 
Normal; land1n~ 3, 501 .16 -.035 2 ·38 3·79 4,789 4,275 9,096 .013 gear Jettisoned 
Center of gre. vi t.1 
5 percent c 3, 846 .13 - .052 2.61 4 ·13 5,084 4,864 9,860 .014 
.fa:n.rard, normal. 
Center of gravity 
5 percent c 3,846 .23 - .052 2.61 4.13 5,084 3,844 8,840 .011 
rea.rvard, normal 
Full,Y loaded 7,886 .16 - .0lO 5 ·35 6 ·51 5,664 4,736 lO,204 .007 
7 Normal 60,600 .21 0 3·26 ------ 1,156, 577 232,708 1, 392,379 .007 
8 Normal 16,858 .263 .005 22 .05 15,000 18,296 15~367 33,703 .054 35 ·08 
9 Normal 6,526 .29 - .04 2 ·91 15, 000 19,138 2,274 21,298 .003 4. 62 
Center of gran ty 
5 percent C 6, 694 .24 - .04 2·98 4 ·73 19,132 2,679 21, 709 .004 
forward, nonnal 
lO Normal 155,000 ·275 -.014 2·93 20,000 3, 380,000 433,500 3,769,O(Xi .003 5 ·50 
Center of gre:v1.ty 
7 .5 percent c 155,000 .200 -.014 2 ·93 5·50 3,36:>,000 433,500 3,769,000 .003 
forvard, normal. 
11. Normal 4, 642 ·251 .049 5 ·29 15,000 6,074 1,030 7,102 .005 8 .42 
Intermediate 9,000 .268 .011 lO .29 loading 16·36 9,590 1, 520 11,120 .004 
Maximum gross 
13,291 .268 .011 15·18 24 .14 19,151 1,925 20,902 .003 weight 
Center of' gran ty 
13 .2 percent C 4,642 ·363 .049 5 ·29 8.42 6,074 1,030 7, 102 .005 
rearward, norma..l 
12 Normal 317, 000 .20 0 1.8 20,000 36,513,234 lO, 0:18, 370 36, 513,234 .012 3·39 
317, 000 .26 1.0 
317, 000 ·275 1.0 
317,000 ·300 1.0 
13 Normal 14,517 .167 - .004 9 ·89 15,000 13,250 22,943 35, 021 .034 15·72 
Center of gran ty 
7 ·71 percent C 14,484 .24 -.003 9·87 15 ·68 13,250 23,8lO 35,887 .035 
rearvard, norma 
Center of gravl ty 
6.31 percent C 14, 484 .226 -.003 9 ·86 15·68 13,437 25,412 37,640 .038 
rearward, normo...l. 
14 Normal 11,648 .240 .014 13 ·6:> 21.93 3,989 27 ,619 29,551 .088 
L 
~ 
TABLE III. - INDEX TO TABLE NUMBERS IN WHICH THE RE~S ARE PRESENTED FO:R EACH MODEL TESTED f;; 
Model Tumb:.ing 
characteristics 
1 IV 
2 V 
3 VI 
4 VII 
5 VIII 
6 IX 
7 X 
8 XI 
9 XII 
10 XIV 
II XV 
12 XIX 
13 XX 
14 XXIII 
Tumble -recovery Pibt-escape 
parachute results results 
XIII 
XVI XVII 
XXI 
- --
Accelerations 
in tumbles 
XVIII 
I 
XXII I I 
~ 
~ 
21 
o 
t-i g> 
rD 
co 
I----' 
\Jl 
r---
I 
TABLE IT. - TUMBLING CHARACTERIsrICS OF MJDEL 1 
§ormal loading; clean condition, ailerons neutrall 
Behavior of model 
Method of Turmel airspeed, (a) 
launching full scale Rudder Longitudinal stick position 
model (fps) 
Full back Neutral Full forward 
Positive 
pitching 137 Right D D 
rotation 
Do---- 167 --do-- D 
Negative 
pitching 137 Neutral D 
rotation 
Do---- 137 Right D 
Do---- 131 --do-- D D 
~ 
aKey 
D No tumble; dived with no oscillation in pitch. 
--
Free 
D 
I-' 
0\ 
~ 
:x> 
~ 
~ 
o 
t-l 
g' 
f\) 
co 
TABLE V. - TUMBLING CHARACTERIsrICS OF MODEL 2 
~ormal loading; clean condition; ailerons neutr~ 
Behavior of model 
Method of Tunnel airspeed, 
(a) 
launching full scale Rudder Longitudinal stick position 
model (fps) 
Full back Neutral Full forward Free 
Positive 
pitching 176 Right D D D 
rotation 
Negative 
pitching 176 Neutral D 
rotation 
Do---- 176 Right D D D D 
~- ---- ~- - -- - -- . -
aKey ~ 
D No tumble; dived with no oscillation in pitch. 
I 
~ 
~ 
o 
~ 
~ 
~ 
o 
~ 
~ 
f\) 
co 
I--' 
-..:] 
TABLE VI. - TOMBLmG CHARAarERrsrrcs OF IDDEL 3 
[Normal loading; clean condition; ailerons neut rai] 
Behavior of model 
Method of Turmel airspeed, ( a) 
launching full scale Rudder 
model (fps) Longitudinal stick position 
Full back Neutral Full forward Free 
Positive 
pitching 176 Right D D D 
r otation 
Negative 
pitching 176 Neutral D 
rotation 
Do---- 170 Right D 
Do---- 176 ---do-- D D D 
-~- - - --
- ---- - - --
aKey ~ 
D No tumble ; dived with no oscillation in pitch . 
I-' 
CP 
~ 
o 
;t> 
~ 
~ 
o 
o 
l:-I 
~ 
f\) 
co 
NACA RM No. L8.r28 
TABLE VII. - TUMBLING CHARACTERIsrICS OF MODEL 4 
§OrIDal loading; clean condition; rudder neutral; 
flaps and landing hook retracted; tunnel 
airspeed for all tests was 161 feet per second, 
full scal~ 
Behavior of model 
(a) 
Method of Lateral 
launching stick Longitudinal stick position 
model position 
Full back Neutral Full forward 
Positive 
pitching Neutral C C C 
rotation 
Do---- Right C C C 
Do---- Left C C C 
Nega.tive 
pitching Neutral C C C 
rotation 
Do---- Right C C C 
Do---- Left C C C 
aKey ~ 
C No tumble; dived with rapidly damped 
oscillation in pitch. ' 
19 
- -- --~ -- ~- ---- --- -- -- --- - -- - ____ ---J 
----- - - - - --- - - -
20 
Method of 
TABLE VIII. - TUMBIJNG CHARACTERIsrICS OF MJDEL 5 
~Onnal loading; ailerons neutral; rudders neutra~ 
Behavior of model 
(a) 
NACA RM No. L8J28 
Model Turmel a1rspeed, launching full scale Longi tudlnal stick position 
configuration 
model (fps) 
Full forward 1/2 f orward 
or 000 up or 300 up 
Small elevator, Positive 
BDJall v.!.ng pitching 193 B 
tips rotation 
Do- ---------- -- -do--- 163 
Negative 
Do----------- pitching 163 B 
rotation 
Do----------- ---do-- - 193 
Simulated 
Do----------- whip 193 B 
stall 
Do----------- ---do - -- 104 
Do----------- ---do--- 134 
Small elevator, Positive 
large v.!.ng pitching 163 C 
tips rotation 
Negative 
Do------ - ---- pitching 163 B A, C 
r ot ation 
Simulated 
Do----------- whip 122 C 
stall 
Large elevator, Pos itive 
large wing pitching 163 C 
tips rotation 
Negative 
Do- --------- - pitching 163 A 
rotation 
Simulated 
Do----------- whip 122 C 
stall 
Large elevator, Positive 
amall v.!.ng pitching 163 A 
tips rotation 
Negative 
Do-------- --- pitching 163 A 
rotation 
Simulated 
Do-- ------ --- whip 174 
stall 
Positive 
No elevator pitching 163 
rotation 
Negative 
Do----------- pitching 163 
rotation 
"'Key 
A Tumbled. 
B No tumble; dived with slightly damped oscillation in pitch. 
C No tumble; dived with rapidly damped oscillation in pitch. 
0 170 down 1/2 back or Full back or 300 down 00 0 do"" 
A 
A 
B A 
B 
B 
C 
A A B B 
A A 
A A 
A B 
C C 
A 
A A 
C c 
A 
A 
NACA RM No. L8J28 
TABLE IX. - TUMBLING CHARACTERISTICS OF MODEL 6 
Loading 
Method of Tunnel Rate of 
launching airspeed, descent , Rudder stick 
Lateral 
Behavior of model 
(e) 
Longltud1n.al stick Position Change fran originAl 
clean configuration model full ecale full Beal e 
(J'pe) (fpe) poe1 t10n Full 1/3 1'orward 2/3 1'orward Full back Neutral 10 dO\ID 20 down 1'ontard 
Landing gear on; 
spoilers neutral 
Normal 
Negative 
p1tching 
rotation 
Do------- -- -- - ---- do-------- ---- do----
Do--------- ------- do- - ------ ----do----
Do- ---- ---- -------do- ------- ----do--- -
Do- -------- -------do-------- ---- do----
Iro8~~1..va Do--------- ----- --do-------- p1tching 
rotation 
Do-- - ------ -------do- ------- ----do----
llo--------- --- ----do-- ----- - --- -do----
Do----- - --- ------ -do-------- -- --do- - --
63 
63 
63 
63 
63 
63 
63 
63 
30 down 
Neutral. Neutral 
--do--- ---do-- - A 
87 --do--- ---do-- - A 
---- --.- .- 25 l eft ---do--- C A A 
.-------. - Neutral Left D A A 
-----.---- --do- -- Neutral A 
97 --do- -- ---do--- A 
--- - ----- - 25 left ---do- - - A A 
---------- Neutral. Left A A 
r---------------+-------------+N~e-~t1~v-e--t-------+--------+-----+------+---+-----4---------~------_+------4 
'Landing gear on; -------do-- -- -- -- pitching 
spoilere extended rotation 
])0------ -- - -------do--- - ---- ---- do-- --
Positive 
Do--------- -------do-------- pitching 
rotation 
Do---- ----- ------- do- ------- ----do----
t)p?lJ.ers neu1:.r8..l j 
landi.ng gear 
Jettisoned 
en er or _!'ty . egative 
2 percent c pi tching 
forward rotation 
Do------- -- ------- do- ------- ---- do- - --
Do----- ---- -------do-------- ---- do----
Do-------- - - -- -- --do-------- ----do----
Land.1.n,s gear on; 
spollers neutral 
Center of gravity Nege.ti ve 
5 peroent C p1 tching 
forward rotation 
Positive 
Do--------- -------do-- ----- - pitching 
rotation 
Center of gravity Negative 
Do--------- 5 percent c pitching 
rearvard rotation 
Positive 
Do--------- -------do-------- p1tching 
rotation 
Negative 
63 
63 
63 
63 
63 
63 
63 
63 
63 
63 
63 
Spoilers neutral Ful..l,y loadsd p1 tchlng 102_1 
rotation 
"Key 
Positive 
Do--------- -------do-------- p1tching 102 .1 
rotation 
Released 
in e 
DOse -up 
attitude 
e1mule ting 
a whip 
stell 
Do--------- -------do- - --- --- ----do- ---
Do--------- -- -----do-------- ----do-- --
Do----- ---- -------do-------- ---- do----
Do--------- -------do-------- ----do----
38 
38 
38 
49 
A Tw'lb1ed. 
--- do-- Neutral. D 
--- do-- --- do-- -
95 ---do-- ---do--- A 
--- do-- -- -do- --
---do-- ---do--- D 
88 ---do-- --- do---
91 - -- do-- ---do--- A 
---do-- - --do-- -
-- -------- ---do-- ---do--- C 
---------- --- do-- --- do--- A 
---------- ---do-- ---do--- C 
------ -- -- - --do-- ---do- .. - A 
-------- -- ---do-- --- do--- C 
-------- - - --- do-- --- do--- A 
100 ---do-- ---do--- B 
102 --- do-- ---do- --
---do-- ---do-- -
5 left ---do-- - B 
---------- Neutral Left B 
B No tumble; dived "With slightly damped oBc1llaUon in pitch. 
C No tumble ; dived. with rapidly damped oscillation in pitch . 
D No tumble; dived v1.th no oecillation in pitch. 
A A 
A 
A A 
A 
B D D 
A A 
A A A 
A A 
A A 
D 
B 
D 
B B 
B B 
2l 
I 
_~I 
TABLE X. - TUMBLING CRARAcTERrsrrcs OF MODEL 7 
~laP8 up; rudder neutral] 
Method of launching Aileron Loading 
model deflection 
Normal Positive pitching Both 100 up 
rotation 
Do--------------- Nose-up attitude ----do-----
Center of gravity 4 percent C 
--------do--------- 0 0 
rearward, normal 
Do--------------- --------do--------- Both 100 up 
Center of gravity 3 percent C 
--------do--------- -----do----rearward, normal 
Center of gravity 2 percent C 
--------do--------- -----do----rearward, normal 
aKey 
A Tumbled. 
D No tumble; dived with no oscillation in pitch. 
Behavior of model 
(a) 
Elevator deflection 
100 up 0 0 
A 
D 
A 
A 
D 
D 
~ 
I 
I\) 
I\) 
~ (") 
:x> 
~ 
!2l 
o 
t-i g> 
I\) 
(» 
TABLE XI. - TUMBLmG CRARACTERI srICS OF M.)DEL 8 
[Normal loading; clean condition; rudder neutral; ailerons neutral] 
Behavior of model 
Method of launching Tunnel airspeed, (a) full scale model (fps) Longi t udinal stick position 
Full back Neutral Full forward 
Released in a nose-up 
attitude Simulating 188 C C C 
a whip ~tall without 
rotation 
Positive pitching 188 C C 
rotation 
Negative pitching 188 C C rotation 
aKey ~ 
C No tumble; dived wi th rapidly damped osci~~tion8 in pitch. 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
o 
~ 
f\) 
OJ 
& 
----- --, 
1- ------------ - ---
[\) 
+=-
TABLE XII. - TUMBLING CHARACTERIsrrcs OF MlDEL 9 
I ~ Pitch Tunnel 
Behavior of model 
Change from Method of Lateral (a) 
original Loading flap flap Landing launching airspesd, stick 
clean deflection deflsction gear mod'll full scale position Longitudinal stick position 
configuration (deg) (deg) ( fps ) 
Positive 
None Normal 0 0 I Retracted I pitching 65 Full 13ft A A 
rotation 
Do-------- -------do-------- 0 0 ---do---- ---do--- 65 A, B A A 
Do--- ----- -~-----do -------- 0 0 ---do---- ---do--- 65 A 
Negative 
Do-------- I -------do----- --- 0 0 -- -do---- pitching 65 I Full left I A A 
r otation 
Do-------- -------do-------- 0 0 ---do- - - - ---do-- - 65 Neutral A, B A A 
Do- ------- -------do-------- 0 0 ---do-- - - ---do-- - 65 Full right A, B 
Equivalent Positi ve 
propeller fin -------do----- - -- 0 0 ---do-- -- pitching 65 Full left A A 
area i nsta lled r otation 
Do-------- -------do -------- 0 0 ---do---- ---do--- 65 Neut r al A A A 
Do-------- -------do-------- 0 0 ---do---- ---do--- 65 Full right I A 
Negetive 
Do-------- -------do-------- 0 0 ---do---- pitching 65 Full left I A A 
r otation 
Do---- - ---I -------do-------- 0 0 ---do---- ---do--- 65 Neutral A A A 
Do--------I -------do-------- 0 0 ---do---- ---do--- 65 Full right A 
Center of gravity ~ 
5 percent is Positive 0 
None f orward f or 0 0 ---do---- pitching 65 Full left A A :x> 
flight -test r otation ~ condi t ion 
Do-------- I - - -----do-------- 0 0 ---do---- ---do--- 65 Neutral A A A 
!:2l 
0 
Do-------- -------do-------- 0 0 ---do---- ---do--- 65 Full right A 
I I I I:-i 
~ey ~ g> A Tumbled . [\) 
B No t umble; dived wi t h s l i ghtly damped oscillation in pitch. CP 
~ 
~ 
TABLE XII. - TUMBLING CHARACTERISrICS aF M:lDEL 9 - Continued 0 ;t> 
Behavior of model ~ 
Change from I Landing I Pitch I I I Tunnel I (a) original flap flap Landing Method of airspeed Lateral ~ Loading launching full scal~ stick 0 clean deflection deflection gear Longitudinal stick position 
configuration (deg) (dsg) model (fps) position 
Full hack Neutral Full f orward t-i 
Center of gravity 
I I Full left I 
~ 
5 percent C Negative (\) 
None I forward for 0 0 Retracted pitching 65 C A, C OJ 
flight-teet rotation 
condition 
Do-------- -------do-------- 0 0 - --do--- - ---do--- 65 I Neutl'al I C I C I A, C 
Do-------- -------do-------- 0 0 - - -do---- ---do--- 65 Full right I C 
AUXiliary leading- I Positive 
edge 20 -percent- Normal 0 0 ---do---- pitching 65 I Full left I A I I A, C span slats rotation installed 
Do- -- -- --- -------do- - ------ 0 0 ---do---- ---do--- 65 Neutl'al I A I A I A 
Do- -- -- --- -------do-- ------ 0 0 - --do---- ---do- - - 65 Full right I A I I A 
Negative 
Do-------- I-------do-------- I 0 I 0 I ---do---- I pitching 65 Full left I A I I A 
rotation 
Do-------- -------do-------- 0 0 ---do---- ---do- -- 65 I Neutral I C I A I A 
Do-------- -------do-------- 0 0 ---do---- - - -do--- 65 Full rlght I A I I A 
Auxil1ary leading- Positive 
edge 35-percent-
-------do-------- 0 0 ---do---- pitchlng I 65 I Full left I A I I C span slats 
installed rotation 
Do-------- -------do-------- 0 0 ---do---- ---do- -- 65 Neutl'al I A I A I A, C 
Do-------- -------do-------- 0 0 ---do---- ---do--- 65 Full right I A I I A 
Negative 
Do-------- I -------do---- - --- I 0 I 0 I -- -ao---- I pitching 65 Full left I C I I A, C 
rotation 
Do- - ------ \-------dO--------\ 0 
\ 
0 \---dO- ---\ ---do--- 65 
\ Neutral \ 
C I A I A 
Do-------- -------do- ------- 0 0 ---do---- ---do--- 65 Full right \ C A, C 
aKey ~ A Tumbled. 
C No tumble; dlved vith rapidly damped oscillation in pitch . (\) 
\.Jl 
f\) 
0\ 
TABLE XII. - TUMBLING CllARACTERISrrCS OF M:lDEL 9 - Continued 
Behavior of model 
Change from Landing Pitch Method of Tunnel Lateral (a) original Loading flap flap Lending launching airspeed, stick 
clean deflecti on deflection gear full seale Long! tudinal stick position 
configurati on ( deg) (deg) model ( fps ) position 
Full back 1 Neutral 1Full forward 
Split - type r udders Positive installed and Normal 0 0 Retracted pitching I 65 I Full left I A I I A deflected ±600 
on both wing tips rotation 
Do------ - - - --- --do-- - --- 0 0 ---do- -- - -- - do - - - 65 Neutral I A I A I A 
Do--- -- ---- -- ---do - --- - - 0 0 - --do--- - -- - do -- - 65 Full right I A 
Negative 
Do- -- ------ I -- ---do - - - -- - I 0 I 0 I ---do--- - I pitching 65 Full left I A I I A 
rotation 
Do--- --- - -- 1 - -- --do--- -- - 1 0 
1 
0 l ---do - - - - - - -do--- 65 Neutral 1 A I A I A 
Do- ------ -- I ---- - da ---- -- I 0 I 0 I - --do - - - - ---do- -- 65 Full right I A 
Positive 
Lending I --- --do-- - --- I 50 down I 26 up Erlended pitching 65 Full left I A 
rotation 
Do-- - --- - -- --- --do------ 26 up - --do--- - - - -do--- 65 Neutral A 
Do- --- - ---- - - - --do------ 26 up - - -do--- - - --do -- - 65 Full right A 
Negative 
Do - - ----- - - I -----do-- -- -- I 50 down 26 up - --do--- - pit ching 65 Full left I A 
rotation 
Do- - ------ - - - - - - do-- -- -- 50 down 26 up ---do---- - --do- - - 65 Neutral A A A 
Do - - ----- -- - --- -do-- - -- - 50 down 26 up ---do - --- - - -do-- - 65 Full Tight A A 
Horizontal ~ area = 10 per cent Positive' (") wing ares 
- - ---do - -- - - - 0 0 Retracted pitching 65 Ful: left C C !l> instslled on a rotation boom rearward of ~ the model 
Do -- - ------ --- --do------ 0 0 ---do- --- ---do- - - 65 Neutral C C C !2l a 
Do--- - --- -- -----do - - --- - 0 0 ---do---- ---do -- - 65 Full right C C 
t-i 
"Key ~ ~ A Tumb l ed. f\) C No tumbl e ; dived with rapidly damped oscillation in pitch. OJ 
TABLE =. - TUMl!LING CRAiV,:CTERIsrICS OF MODEL 9 - Continued ~ 0 
~ 
Behavior of model ~ Change from 
Lanting I Pitch I r I Tunnel \ (e) orlginel flap flap Landlng Method of airB eed Leteral 
clean Looting deflectlon deflectlon gear launchlng full ~ca~ Btlck Longi tutinal Btick pDsl tlon ~ 
conflguratlon (deg) (deg) model (fps) pDsl tlon 0 
FI1ll back Nsutral Full forward 
t-i 
Horlzontal 
I Full leftl 
g' 
area ~ 10 percent I I Negatlve I wing area f\) 
1netalled on a Normal 0 0 Retracted p1 tching 65 C C CP 
boom rearward. of rotation 
the model 
Do---------- ----00------ 0 0 ---do---- ---do--- 65 T Neutrall C 1 C I C 
Do- ------ --- ----do------ 0 0 ---do---- ---do--- 65 1 Full rlghtl C I I C 
Horizontal 
area = 5 percent 
I-----do-----
1 
1 rOB1t1ve wins area 0 0 ---(\.0---- p1tching 65 I Full leftl C C installed on a 
boom rearward. of rotation 
the model 
I I I I 
Do- - - - - - - - -- -----do------ 0 0 ---(\.0---- ---do--- 65 Neutral I C C C 
Do---------- I -----do------ I 0 I 0 I ---(\.0---- ---(\.0 --- 65 Full rightl C 
Negetive 
Do---------- I -----do------ I 0 0 ---(\.o----Ipitching 65 Full left I C C 
rotation 
Do- ---- ----- -----<10------ 0 0 ---(\.0---- ---(\.0--- 65 I Neutral I C C C 
Do---------- -----do------ 0 0 ---(\.0---- ---(\.0 --- 65 Full rightf C 
Horizontal 
area = 2 percent Positive 
vinS area -----<10 ----- 0 0 ---00---- pitching 65 I Full left I A A 
installed on 8 rotation 
boom resn"Brd of 
the m oel 
Do---------- 1-----dO----- 1 0 1 0 1 ---do---- ---do--- 65 Neutral I A I A, C A 
Do---------- I -----do----- I 0 I 0 I ---do---- ---do--- 65 Full r1ghtT A 
Negat1ve 
Do---------- I -----00----- 0 0 ---do---- pltching 65 Full left I A A 
rotat1= 
Do---------- I -----00----- I 0 I 0 I ---do---- ---do--- 65 I Neutral I A, C A A 
Do---------- I-----do----- 1 0 1 0 1 ---do---- ---do--- 65 Full rlghtl A 
"Key ~ A Tumbled. f\) 
C No tumble; tived vith rap1dly damped oBc1llet1on in p1"Och. 
--l 
L 
[\) 
CP 
TABLE =. - TUMBLlJIG CIlARAC'lERISTICS OF mDEL 9 - Continued 
Behavior of model 
Change from I Mnding I Pi tch I I Method of Tmmel Lateral (a) original I.oading flap flap Landing launching airepeed, stick 
clean deflection deflection gear model full scale position Longitudinal stick position 
configuration ' (deg) (deg) (fps) 
Full back I Neutral I Full fo:rvard 
Released 
without 
rotation 
None Nomal 0 0 I Retracted I from a 75 I Full left I A, B A, B 
nose -up 
vertical 
attitude 
Do---- ---- -------do---- ---- 0 0 ----do--- ---do-- - 75 Neutral A, B I A, B I A, B 
Do ------ - -
----- --do -------- 0 0 ----do--- ---do--- 75 Full right A, B 
Equivalent 
propeller fin 
------ -do---- ---- 0 0 ----do--- -- -do--- 75 Full left B 
area 1netalled 
Do--- ----- -------do-------- 0 0 ----do--- ---do--- 75 Neutral I A, B I A, B I A, B 
Do--------
--- -- --do -------- 0 0 ----do - -- ---do--- 75 Full right I A, B 
Center of gravity 
None 5 percent c 0 0 ----do--- ---do --- 75 Full left I C C 
foNard 
Do----- - -- -------do-------- I 0 I 0 I ----do--- I---do--- I 75 I Neutral I C I C I C 
Do ---- ---- -------do-- ------ 0 0 ----do--- ---do-- - 75 Full right I C I I C 
20-percent-epan 
auxiliary 
leading-edge 
Nomal 0 0 I ----do--- I ---do--- I 75 I Full left I C C 
slats 1netalled 
Do ----- --- --- -- --do---- ---- 0 0 ----do--- ---do--- 75 Neutral A, C A, C C 
Do--- ---- -
--- -- --do---- ---- 0 0 ----do--- ---do--- 75 Full right C C ~ (') 
35-percent-epan :x> 
aUXiliary 
- ----- -do -- ------ 0 0 ----do--- ---do--- 75 Full left C C ~ leading-edge 
slats 1netalled 
~ Do-------- ------ -do-- ------ 0 0 ----do--- ---do--- 75 Neutral A, C C C 0 
Do -------- -------do---- - --- 0 0 ----do--- ---do--- 75 Full right C C I t"i 
"xey ~ ~ A Tumbled. [\) 
B No tumble; dived with slightly damped oscillation in pitch. CP 
C No tumble; dived with rapidly damped oscillation in pitch. 
l _ _ 
TABIE XII. - TlMlLING CHARACTERISTICS OF M:lDEL 9 - Continued 
S; 
~ 
llehavior of model !xl 
Ch&:!ge from I ~~ I Pitch I I Method of I Tunnel I Lateral (a) :s:: original Ioad~ flap flap Land~ launc~ airepeed, etick ~ clean deflection deflection gear model full ecale position longitudinal stick position 0 configuration (deg) (deg) (!ps) 
Full back Neutral Full forward 
FullleJ 
~ Released 
I 
2? Split-type ruddere without 
installed and rotation f\) 
deflected :t600 Normal 0 0 !letracted from a 75 II II OJ 
on both nose-up 
wing tips vertical 
attitude 
Do--------- -- - - --do - - -- - - -- 0 0 ----do--- ---do--- 75 Neutral :B A, II II 
Do- - ------- -- ----do -- -- ---- 0 0 ----do--- ---do--- 75 Full right A, II II II 
Land~ - - -- - -do - - - - -- -- 50 down 26 up Extended ---do--- 75 Full left C C 
Do--------- ---- - -do - - - - -- -- 50 down 26 up ----do--- ---do--- 75 Neutral C C C 
Do--------- ------do-------- 50 down 26 up ----do--- ---do--- 75 Full right C C 
Landing flaps 
deflected and I------do--------I 50 down I 0 I ----do--- I ---do--- I 75 Neutral I C C C land~ gear 
extended 
Do--------- -- ----do -- -- ---- C 
Landing flaps 
- - -- --do -- - ----- C C deflected 
Do--------- -- -- --do -- - - - --- 50 down 0 ----do--- ---do--- 75 Neutral C C C 
Do--------- ---- --do-- -- ---- 50 down 0 ----do--- ---do-- - 75 Full right C 
Landing gear 
- --- --do - - -- - - --
extended 
0 0 Extended ---do--- 75 Neutral A, II A, II A, II 
Pitch flape 
------do-------- 0 26 up I Retracted I ---do--- I 75 I Full left I A, II , II deflected 
Do--------- ------do-- -- ---- 0 26 up I ----do---I ---do--- I 75 I Neutralj A, II 1 A, II A, II 
Do--------- ------do-- ------ 0 26 up I ----do--- I ---do--- I 75 I Full right I A, II 
Horizontal 
area. = 10 percent 
wing area I------do--------I 0 26 up I ---do--- I ---do--- I 75 , Full left I C installed on a 
boom rear.fard of 
the model 
"Key ~ A Tumbled. II No tumble; dived with elightly damped oecillation in pitCh. ~ C No tumble; dived with rapidly damped oecillation in pitch. 
j 
TABLE XII. - TUMBLING CHABA8TERI SrrCS OF MODEL 9 - Continued 
Change from Landing Pi tch 
original Loading flap flap Landing 
clean deflec t i on deflec t i on gear 
configuration (deg) (deg ) 
Horizontal 
area = 10 percent 
rlng area 
installed on a Normal 0 26 up Ret r acted 
boom r earward of 
the model 
Do- - --- --- - - --- - -do -------- 0 26 up -- -do-- - -
Horizontal 
area = 5 percent 
rlng area 
- ----do - --- --- - 0 26 up - --do----installed on a 
boom rearward of 
the model 
Do- -- - -- - - -- ---- -do-- ---- -- 0 26 up ---do-- - -
Do- -- - - -- - -- --- -- -do-- ---- - 0 26 up - --do----
Horizontal 
area = 2 percent 
...nng area 
-- --- -do - - - ---- 0 26 up ---do----
Install ed on a 
boom rearward of 
the m:lde l 
Do-- - -- ----- --- -- -do------- 0 26 up -- -do- -- -
Do---- - - - --- - - ----do - -- ---- 0 26 up - --do--- -
None ----- -do----- -- 0 26 up - --do----
aKey 
B No t umble; dived .. ith s l ight ly damped os cillation in pitch . 
C No t umble; dived .. i t h rapidly damped oscillation in pitch . 
Method of Tunnel Lat era l 
launching airspeed, s tick f ull s ca le 
model ( f ps ) position 
Released 
.. ithout 
r otation 
f r om a 75 Neutra l 
nose-up 
vertical 
at tit ude 
---do- -- 75 Full right 
- --do - - - 75 Full left 
- --do - - - 75 Neutra l 
---do --- 75 Full right 
-- - do --- 75 Full left 
---do --- 75 Neutral 
- --do --- 75 Full r ight 
Noee of 
model 
approxi-
mately 75 Full left 700 bel o .. 
horizontal 
.. hen 
released 
Behavi or'of model 
(a) 
Longitudinal stick position 
Full back Neutral Full forward 
C C C 
C 
C C 
C C C 
C 
C C 
C C C 
C 
B B 
~ 
w 
o 
~ 
&; 
~ 
~ 
o 
t,-i 
g> 
rD 
CO 
TABLE XII .- TUMBLING CRARACTERISTICS OF MODEL 9 - Concl uded 
Change from Landing Pitch 
:>r igin9.1 Loading flap flap Landing 
clean deflection deflection gear 
configuration (deg ) (deg) 
None Normal 0 26 up Retracted 
Do---------- -----do--- -- 0 26 up ---do---
Do---------- -----do----- 0 26 up ---do---
Do--------- - -----do-- --- 0 26 up ---do- --
Do---- ----- - -----do----- 0 26 up ---do---
Do---------- ---- -do- -- - - 0 26 up ---do---
Do------ - - -- -----do----- 0 26 up ---do---
Do------ -- -- --- --do----- 0 26 up ---do---
aKey 
B No tumble; dived with slightly damped oscillation in pitch. 
C No tumble; dived with rapi dly damped oscillation in pitch . 
Method of Tunnel Lateral 
launching airspeed , stick 
model full scale position (fps) 
Nose of 
model 
9.pproxi-
mately 75' Neutral 700 below 
horizontal 
when 
released 
---do---~ 75 Full right 
Model 
horizont9.1 75 Full left 
when 
released 
-- -do---- 75 Neutral 
---do---- 75 Full right 
NOBe 
slightly 75 Full left 
above the 
horizontal 
---do---- 75 Neutral 
---do---- 75 Full right 
Behavior of model 
(a) 
Longitudinal stick position 
Full back Neutral Full forward 
B B B 
B 
C C 
C C C 
C 
C C 
C C C 
C 
~ 
I 
-
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
o 
t-i 
2? 
f\) 
CP 
w 
~ 
TABLE nIl. - EFFECTIVENESS OF PARACHUl'ES IN PRODUCING RECOVERY FROM ESTABLISHED TUMBLES 
OF MODEL 9 
@lean configuration; normal loading; stick neutral; wheel neutral; pitch flaps neutral; landing flaps 
neutral; landing gear retracted; towline length as indicated; point of towline attachment as indicated; 
diameter of parachutes 7 feet, full scale; drag coefficient of parachutes, approximately 0·7 ; tunnel 
airspeed for all tests was approximately 85 feet per'second, full scale; models launched with initial 
positive pitching rotation; recoveries from tumbles attempted by opening parachutes as indicate~ 
Tow line length, Tumbles for 
Towline attached to full scale Recovery attempted by recovery after 
(ft) paracputes opened 
Fixed portion of Opening two parachutes, 1 
wing between elevons 2·5 one attached to >3, >32" 
and pitch flaps each wing 
Do----------- 30.0 ----------do---------- >3, >3 
Rear portion of 10.0 ----------do- ---------- l! 11 
wing tip 2' 2 
Do-- --------- 30.0 ----------do---------- 1 , 1 
Opening parachute 
11 21 Do----------- 10.0 attached t o right 
wing tip 2' 2 
Do-~--------- 30.0 ---------do---------- >2, >3 
---- ----- -
~ -
~ey 
A Tumbled. 
B No tumble; dived with slightly daaped oscillations in pitch. 
bTowline and parachutes wrapped around wing. 
Behavior of model 
(a) 
bA 
bA , 
! 
B I 
I 
B I I 
B 
I 
A 
~ 
w 
I\) 
~ (") 
:x> 
~ 
~ 
o 
~ g> 
I\) 
CP 
DW NACA RM No. L8J28 
TABLE XIV . - TUMBLING CIIARACTERISTICS OF >Om:!. lD 
Chanae from 
original. clean 
configuration 
load1ng Method of launching 
model 
None Nonna]. 
Released in a DOsa-up 
attitude a1mulat1ng 
a whip stall 
Do ------- --- - - --do-- --- --- -- -------<10- ---- -----
Do-- -- - -- -------do-- -- -- -- -- ------ -<10------- ---
Do--- ---- -------<10 ---- ---- -- -- -----do --- ---- ---
Do------- -------do---- -- -- Positive pltch.1.n8 
rotation 
Do ----- -- - ------do-------- -- ------ -do- -- ---- ---
Do- ----- - - --- ---<10-------- ------ -- -<10-- ----- ---
Do------- -------d.o-------- Negative pltch1.n.g 
rotation 
Do -. - .. - - -- - ----do-- ------ ---------d.o- -- -------
Do-- ---.- --- -- --do-- --. --- -- --------do----- -----
Center of gravity 
Do------- 7.5 percent c ---------do----------
farwrd 
Do --.- -. - - -- -. --do ---- - --- --.----- -do - .• -----.-
Do---- - -- ---- ---do-------- PO~:~~o~itch1ng 
Do -- ----- - ----- -do -- ------ -- ----- --do --- -- -----
1);)------- Nortnal --- ----- -do----------
Do------- - ------do-------- ---------40----- -- ---
1);)------- -------<10-------- Ne:!!~~~ltch1n8 
Do------- - ------do ------ -- ---------do----------
Do------- -------do-------- ---------do----------
1);) ------- ---- ---do ------ -- -- -------40-- -- ---- --
Do ------ - - ------<10-- ---- -- -- -------do- ------ ---
Do-- -- --- -------do-------- Positive pitching 
rotation 
Do ---- --- -------<10 ------ -- -- ---- ---do----- -----
Do------- -------do-------- ---------do---- -----
Do -- ----- -------<10---- --- - -- ---- ---do--- -------
Do------- - ---- --do -- ------ --- ---- --<10- ---------
Do------- -------do-------- Negative pitch.1ng 
rotation 
Do---- --- -- -----<10-- ------ -------- -<10- ---------
Do-- ----- --- ----do-------- ---- ---- -do-- ---- ----
Do------- --- -- --do ------ -- -------- -do- ------- --
Do------- -------do-------- Positive pltch1n8 
rotation 
Do----- -- -------<10-------- ---------<10----------
~!~~~pa -------do-------- ---------<10----------
Do ------- -------do-------- lIegat1ve pltch1n.g 
rotation 
Do------- -------do-------- Posi t1 ve pi tchlnS 
rotation 
Do------- -- ---- -do-------- ---------do----------
Do------- -------do-------- ---------do----------
Do------- -------do---- -- -- ---------do --- ---- ---
Outboard. 
spoilers open 
Do-------
Slots open 
Do-------
Slots and center 
spoilers open 
--- -- --do-- -- -- -- ---- -- ---do ----- -- ---
-------do-------- Negative pitch1ng 
rotation 
- ------do-- ------ ----- - ---do- - - - - -- ---
-------<10 -- -- ----
-------<10--------
Positive pitching 
rotation 
------ ---do------- ---
Do------- -------do-------- Negative pltch1..ng 
rotat1on 
Slota open ----- --do -- -- -- -- -- -- -----do--- -- -- ---
"Key 
A Tumb1ed. 
TU!inel Pi tch 
8,1rpaBed., flap 
f'ull. ecal.e der1ection 
(!pa) (deS) 
o 
172 o 
o 
172 o 
172 o 
o 
o 
172 o 
o 
o 
172 o 
o 
o 
172 o 
o 
172 o 
o 
o 
o 
172 30 up 
172 30 up 
172 30 up 
)0 up 
15 dovn 
172 15 dovn 
172 
15 <Iown 
172 o 
o 
15 down 
15 <Iown 
172 15 down 
15 dovn 
172 o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
B No tumble; dived \11th slightly damped oscillation m pitch. 
D No tumble; d1Ted \lith no OSCillation in pitch. 
Rudders 
Neutral 
----<10----
----<10----
----<10----
----do----
----<10--- -
Lateral 
stick 
position 
Neutral 
Left 
Right 
Left 
Neutral 
Right 
Left 
----do---- ----do----
----40---- Neutral 
----do---- Right 
----do---- Neutral 
----40---- Left 
----do---- ----<10----
----do---- Neutral 
Both open ---~----
----do---- Right 
----do---- ----do----
----do--- - Neutral 
Right open ----do----
----<10---- Left 
----do---- Right 
----do---- ----<10----
----do---- Neutral 
----<10---- Left 
Neutral. ---~----
----do---- Neutral 
----<10---- ----do----
----<10----
----do---- ----<10----
----do---- Neutral 
----<10---- ----40----
----do---- Left 
----do---- ----do----
----do----
Right OpeD ----do----
----do---- Right 
----do---- Left 
Neutral Neutral 
----do---- ----<10----
----<10---- ----<10----
----<10---- ----do----
----<10---- --- -do----
Behavior of model 
(a) 
Iong1 tud1.nal stick position 
Full back Neutral 
B B 
B B 
B B 
A A 
A 
A 
A A 
B B 
B B 
A B 
B B 
A 
A 
B A 
B A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A A 
B A 
1) 
A 
A A 
A 
A A 
A A 
A 
A B, D 
A, D 
A, D 
A, D 
A 
A 
Full 
forward 
B 
B 
A 
A 
A 
B 
B 
B 
B 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A, D 
A 
B, D 
B, D 
A 
----do---- ----<10-- -- A, D 
Left open· --- -do---- B A 
33 
-------------
NACA EM No. L8J28 
TABLZ y:; . - TUMBLllIG CHARACTERISrICS OF MlIlEL 11 
Behavior of model 
Model condition (a) 
Tunnel Lateral 
Load1n8 Method of aIrspeed} stick longi tudinal stick 
Auxiliary launching IIDdel full Beale position position 
lift Ruddere Landing Eleven (fl>.) 
devices gear defl ections Full Neutral Full back fONaI'd 
40 -percent- Positive pitching 
eemiapaD Neutral Retracted Original Normal rotation 178 Neutral C C 
slats 
Do---- ---~o - - - ----do--- -----do---- -- - - -- - -do -- -- --- Negative pitching 178 - --do- -
rotation 
Do--- - ----do--- ----do--- Revised -- -- - -- -do - - -- --- - - - -- -- -do - ------ 178 ---40- - c 
25 -percent- Positive pitching 
esm.isp8.n -----do- -- ----do--- -----do ---- ---- ----do ---- --- rotation 178 ---do-- A C 
slats 
Full open 
Do---- as dive ----do--- --- --do ---- -- --- - - -do - - -- --- - - - - - - - -do - - - -- -- 178 ---do-- A C C 
brake. 
Do ---- ----do- -- ----do--- -----do ---- ---- -- --do ---- --- Negative pitching 178 ---40 -- c C r otation 
Do-- -- Neutral Extended -----do-- -- ---- -- --do -- -- --- Posit1ve pitching 178 - - -do- - A A rotation 
25 -percent-
semiepall 
----do--- Retracted -----do---- ---- -- --do--- ---- - -- -- - - -do- - - ---- 178 ---do -- A C C 
auxiliary 
airfoil 
Do---- ----40 --- ----do --- -----do ---- - - - - - -- -do -- -- --- Negative pitching 178 ---do -- B, D A rotation 
25 -l'ercent- Intermediate 
semispB.Il --- -do --- ----do--- -----do---- loading - ---- -- -do- - - ---- 208 ---do-- c A A 
slate 
Do - --- ----40- -- ----do--- -----do---- -- -- ----do -- -- --- Positive pitching 
rotation 
208 ---do - - A A A 
Do- - - - ----do--- ----do--- -----do---- Maximum gro •• 
weight - -- -- -- -do - -- ---- 234 ---do-- A A 
Do-- -- ----40 --- Extended -----do---- -- -- -- --do -- -- --- Negative pitching 234 --~o -- A, D A A rotation 
25 -percent.-
Positive pitc\l1Da eemiepen 
----do---
----do--- -----do---- - - - - --- -do -- - ---- 234 -- -do-- A A A 
aux1l1ary rotation 
airfoils 
Released from 
None Neutral Retracted Original Normal noae -up whip 178 ---do -- c C 
.tall 
25-percent-
178 eem.isp8.Il ---~o- -- ----do --- Revised ---- -- --do --- ---- - ---- -- -do - - - ---- ---do -- C C 
elats 
25 -percent-
eein1epan 
----40 ---
----do--- -----do---- -- ------do ---- --- - - - -- -- -40 - -- -- -- 178 ---do -- c C 
auxili ary 
airfoila 
25 -pe rcent- Center of gravit y 
eem1spaI1 
----40 --- --- -do --- -----do---- 13 .1 percent 1r ------- -40 ------- 178 ---do -- B A A 
elate 
rearvard 
Released from 
Do---- ----40--- ----do--- -----do---- -- --- ---do - - -- - -- noes-dovn whlp 178 ---do -- A A A 
stall 
,-
"Key ~ 
A Tumblad. 
B No tumble ; dived with .11ghtJ..y damped osci llation in pitch. 
C No tumble ; dived vith rapidly damped osc illat1on in pitch. 
D No tumble ; d1 ved 'W ith no osc1llation in pitch . 
'-
Loading 
Intermediate 
Do------
Do -- ----
Do ------
Do------
Do------
Do------
Do------
Ma.lc:llllum gross 
weight 
Do------
Do------
Do ------
aKey 
A Tumbled. 
TABLE XVI. - EFFECTIVENESS OF WING-TIP PARACHUl']S ill PRODUJillG RECOVERY FroM TUMBLES OF M:lDEL 11 
~ading as indicated; landing gear retracted; 2) -percent-sem1sPBIl slats extended; 
cockpit closed; rudder neutral for all test~ 
Flat diameter Towline Tumbles Lateral Method of launching Number of parachutes of parachute, length, for recovery stick 
model released full scale full scale after parachute position (ft) (ft) opensd 
Behavior of model 
(a) 
Longitudinal stick position 
Full back Nsutral Full fOI"l(ard 
Positive pitching One from wing tip 8 19·5 -- Neutral A A rotation 
-------do-------- -------do---- - - - - 8 19·5 -- Right A 
-------do-------- One from each 6.67 9·75 -- Neutral A wing tip 
-------do-------- -------do-------- 8.0 9·75 -- ---do-- A 
-------do-------- -------do-------- 7 .2 9·75 -- ---do-- A 
-------do-------- -------do-------- 8.0 19 ·5 -- ---do-- A 
-------do-------- -------do-------- 7. 2 19 ·5 -- ---do- - A 
Negat1ve pitching 
-------do-------- 6.67 9·75 ~ ---do-- D rotation 
Positive pitching One from wing tip 6.67 19·5 -- ---do-- A 
rotation 
-------do-------- -------do-------- 10 ·9 19·5 6 ---do-- D 
-------do-------- One from each 8 19·5 It ---do-- D ving tip 
-------do-------- -------do-------- 10·9 19·5 1," ---do-- D 
~ 
D No tumble; dived with no oscillation in pitch. 
~ 
~ 
!i! 
~ 
o 
I:-i 
~ 
f\) 
CP 
LA) 
\J1 
TABLE XVII . - ESCAPE OF DUMMY PI LOT DURING TUMBLE OF MODEL II 
Loading condition Model condition Dummy r el eased from Behavior of dummy 
25-percent -
semispan Thrown forward 
Maximum gross weight slats; over the nose 
center-of- gravity normal Top hatch of the model 
26.8 percent c drag cleared all 
rudders; surfaces 
vertical fins 
Do--------- --------do------- Bottom hatch Do . 
~ 
I 
I 
W 
0\ 
~ 
~ 
!2: 
o 
~ g> 
I\) 
en 
TABLE XVIII. - RATE OF TUMBLE AND ACCELERATIONS ENCOUNTERED IN TUMBLES OF MODEL II 
Resultant Method of n r 
acceleration acting Model condition launching (full s c:ale ) (full scale) 
on pilot's head 
model (radians/sec) (ft) (g units) 
Center of gravity 
13. 2 percent c 
r earward normal. Whip stall 7·1 4.9 7·7 
Minimum. f l ying 
weight 
Intermediate loading; Positive 
25-percent- semispan pitching 5~9 4.9 5·3 
slats rotation 
Maximum gross weight; 
25-percent- semispan 
----0..0---- 7·0 4.9 7·5 
s l ats 
Maximum. gross weight; 
auxiliary airfoils 
----do---- 8.2 4.9 10.0 
installed 
'-- ---
~ 
. 
I 
, 
i 
, 
I 
i 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
o 
t-l g> 
f\) 
OJ 
W 
-..l 
Change from 
original clean 
condition 
13-percent root chord 
extension on 
elevators 
Do ----------
Do----------
Do ----------
Do ----------
Do ----------
Do-- --- -----
Do-------- --
Do----------
Do----------
Do----------
a~y 
A Tumbled. 
Loading 
Center of gr avity 
6 percent c 
r earward 
----- -- -do - ----- -
-- - -----do -------
--------do- ---- - -
--------do-- -----
--------do - - -----
--------do-------
-- - ---- -do- --- ---
Center of gravity 
7 .5 percent c 
r earward 
--- -- -- -do- -- ----
Center-of-gravity 
10 percent c 
rearward 
TABLE XIX.- TUMBLlNG CHARACTERISTICS OF MJDEL l2 
[Normal loading; tip tails installed; 
rudder neutral] 
Method of launching 
mode l 
Positive pitching 
rotation 
---- - - - --do----------
------ - --do- ---------
---------do----------
Negative pitching 
rotation 
---------do - ---------
Re l eased with nose up 
---- -- ---do----------
---------do----------
Positive pitching 
rotation 
Released with nose up 
Tunnel 
airspeed, 
full-scale 
(f'ps ) 
95 
145 
95 
95 
95 
145 
145 
145 
95 
95 
145 
B No tumble; dived with slightly damped OSCillation in pitch. 
C No tumble ; dived with r apidly damped oscilletion in pitch. 
D No tumble ; dived with no oscilletion in pitch. 
Aileron 
deflection 
(deg) 
0 
0 
0 
20 both down 
0 
0 
0 
20 both down 
0 
0 
0 
Behavior of model 
(a) 
Elevator deflection 
300 up 00 300 down 
D D 
A 
B 
A 
D D 
D 
B, C C C 
C 
C 
A 
B B 
~~ 
w 
CO 
~ 
0 
> 
~ 
l2l 
0 
t"i g> 
f\) 
CO 
TABLE XX. - TUMBLING CHARACTERISTICS OF }'()IlEL 13 
@enter -of-gravity location as indicated; landing gear 
r etracted ; allerone neut ral; ruddere neutra:iJ 
Tunnel 
Loading Configuration air speed) full scale 
(iPs) 
Normal Clean 168 
Do -------- ------do ---- - 168 
Center of gravity 
7 .71 percent C 
------do -- -- - 168 
rearward of 
normal 
Do ---- - --- - - ----do ----- 168 
Do -------- Slets open 168 
Do-- ------ - - --- -do ---- - 168 
Do ----- --- Speed brakes 168 
open 
Do -- -- ---- ----- -do -- --- 168 
Do--- ----- Slats open 168 
Do -------- ------do-- ---' 168 
Do-------- Cl ean 168 
Do-- --- -- - - -----do --- - - 168 
Center of gravity 
6 .31 per cent C Slats open 168 
rearward of 
normsl 
Do-------- Clean 168 
"Key 
A Tumbled. 
B No t uml>le ; dived wlth sli ght ly <!ampe d' OSC i llat i on in pitch . 
C No tuml>le; dived with rapidly damped oscillat i on in pitch . 
D No tuml>le ; dived with no oscillat i on in pitch. 
bArter r e covery from tuml>le, model vent into a spin. 
Method of launching ""'del 
Posltive pitching rotation 
Negative pitching rotation 
Positive pitching rotation 
Negative pitching rotation 
Positive pitching rotation 
Negatlve pltching rotatlon 
Posi ti ve pitching rotation 
Negative pitching rotation 
Released from nose -up 
simulated whip stall 
Released from nose-
hor izontal simulated 
recovery from whlp stall 
Released from nose -up 
simulated whlp etall 
Released from nose-
horizontal simulated 
recovery from vhip stall 
Posltive pitching rotation 
-- - ------- - -do - --. - --- ----
Full back 
D 
D 
C 
A 
C 
C 
C 
D 
C 
B, C 
0 
Behavior of model 
(a) 
Longitudinal stick POsi tlon 
Neutr al Full forward 
C D 
B C 
C (b ) 
C C 
C D 
C 
B 
C 
I 
C 
~ 
I 
I 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
o 
t-t 
~ 
f\) 
CP 
w 
\0 
TABLE XXI.- EFFEOr:cVENE3S OF PARACHUTES IN PROllJCING RECOVERY FROM ESTABLISHED TUMBLES 
OF MODEL 13 
[Normal loading; center of gravity l ocated 24 percent mean aerodynamic chord; elevator full-up; ailer ons 
neutral; rudders neutral; slats extended; landing gear retracted; towline attached to wing tip; 75 per cent 
of wing-tip chord; tunnel airspeed for all tests was approximately 168 feet per second, full. scale ; model 
launched with positive initial pitching rotation; recovery attempted by opening parachutes as indicate~ 
Diameter, Towline length, Tumbles for recovery I 
Drag coefficient full scale full scale Recovery attempted by after parachutes Behavior of model 
(ft ) (ft ) opened (a ) 
~ey 
Opening two parachutes, 
0.69 8.3 25 one attached to t, .1 D 
each wing tip 4 
.67 4.4 13.6 -----------do---------- 1 J 11 11 (b ) 
2' 4' 2' 4' 
Opening parachute 
.69 8·3 25 a ttached to right 1, .1. ( c ) 
wing tip 2 2 
.67 4.4 13.6 ----------do---------- t, 1 (c ) 
~ 
D No tumble; dived with no oscillation in pitch. 
~oth parachutes collapsed in wing wake and reopened and went into spin. 
cAfter recovery from tumble, model went into a spin. 
~ 
o 
s; 
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~ 
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t-t g> 
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TABLE XXII. - ACCELERATIONS IN A TUMBIE OF MJDEL 13 
~enter of gravity l ocated at 24 percent of the mean aerodinamic chord; slats extended; positve pitching rotation; 
rate of descent approximate l y 200 fps; pilot 's head locaced at r = 13 ·4 ft from the center of gravity; 
all values are approximat~ 
lcentripet~l accel er- lrangential acceler- Component of Component of 'rota1 result-ation due to acceleration accel eration 
Time, t A..'1g1e of attack a. ation iue to rota- angular acceler- directed normal to ant aocelera-
( sec) (deg) tion about the center ation about the through l ong long axis of tion of the 
of gravity a
c center of gravity aA axis of pilo~ a' pilot a" pilot's heal a ( g units) ( g units) ( g units) (g units ) ( g unit s ) 
0 .033 31 7·7 -0 .2 -1.6 -7·5 7·7 
.098 48 7·4 -. 6 -2.0 -7·1 7:4 
.163 62- 7·2 .,,1.0 -2· 3 -6·9 7·2 
.228 78 6 ·5 -1.2 -2.4 -6.1 6 .6 
.293 92 5·7 -1.5 -2. 6 -5· 3 5·9 
·358 105 5 ·1 -1.6 -2. 6 -4·7 5 ·3 
.423 118 4 .0 -1.8 - 2 ·5 -3· 6 4.4 
.488 128 3 ·5 -1.8 -2·5 -3·1 4 .0 
·553 139 3 ·0 -2.0 -2·5 -2. 6 3 ·6 
.618 148 2.4 -2.0 
-2·5 -1.9 3·0 
.683 156 1.7 -2.1 -2.4 -1.2 2·7 
·748 164 1.2 -2.0 -2.2 -.8 2.4 
.813 172 .3 .3 . 6 -1.0 1.1 
.878 177 .8 2.0 1.8 -1.2 2.1 
· 943 -175 1·9 .8 .4 -2.0 2.1 
1.008 -167 2 .1 .6 .2 -2.2 2.2 
1.073 -158 2.2 ·7 ·3 -2·3 2·3 
1.138 -148 2.6 1. 3 .8 -2.8 · 2·9 
1.203 -138 5 ·4 1· 9 ·9 -5·6 5·7 
1.268 -126 3 · 9 2·5 1.8 -4·3 4.6 
1. 333 -112 10 .6 3 ·0 ·9 -1l.1 11.1 
1. 398 -98 13·7 3 · 3 ·7 -13·3 13·3 
1.463 -83 9 ·3 2.1 · 3 -9·7 9·7 
1·528 -66 9.2 .0 -1.8 -9·0 9·2 
1.593 -47 e.4 -1· 3 -3·0 -8.0 8·5 
1.658 -29 7·9 -·7 -2.2 -7· 6 7·9 
1·723 -14 7·9 -· 5 -2.0 -7· 6 7 ·9 
------
lValues obtained from figure 16. ~ 
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TABLE XXIII. - TUMBLING CHARACTERISTICS OF' MODEL 14 
[Center of gravity, 24 . 1 percent mean aeroQynamic chorQ; ailerons neutral; 
ruQders neutral; tunnel airspeeQ, 147 feet per seconQ, full scale] 
Behavior of model 
MethoQ of (a) 
Configuration LoaQing launching LongituQinal stick position 
mOQel 
Full back Neutral Full forwarQ 
Released from 
Clean Normal nose-up D D D 
simulated 
whip stall 
Positive 
Do----- ---QO--- pitching D D D 
rotation 
-------- - - _ .. _-
-- '------ -
~ey -~ 
D No tumble; diveQ with no oscillation in pitch. 
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f= 0 
Horizontal Di5p/acemenf, ft 
200 160 120 ao 40 
TRAJECTORIES Or: 
CENTER OF GRAVITY ___ --.J 
PILOT's H[AD __ ------.,::: __ --/.. 
N05£ __________ ~~~~~p 
TAIL -----------;---f....d 
NOT[: 
THE IN TfR VA L OF TIME t 
BETWUN [ACH POSITION 
/5 0.065 SECOND. 
G, 
G' 
a 
Q' 
G" 
120 
160 
~ 
" -+-~ . 
200 ~ 
\J 
l;; 
"\:) 
240~ 
::3 
~ 
~ ........ 
280 ~ 
320 
360 
400 
Figure 1.- Full-scale path of motion obtained from model data of 
model 13 during a tumble. Elevators deflected full-up; slats 
extended; center of gravity located 24 percent mean aerodynamic 
chord, 
__ ~J 
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Figure 2.- Three -view drawing of model 1 as tested in the Langley 
20 -foot free-spinning tunnel . Center-of-gravity location shown 
is for the normal loading. 
NACA RM No. L8J28 
" ~----------------/8.2S ------------------·1 
14--6.54 ~ 
Figure 3.- Three-view drawing of model 2 as tested in the Langley 
20-foot free-spinning tunnel. Center-of-gravity location shown 
is for the normal loading. 
~ ~--~-------~-
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6.30 1/ 
1---------- -- 2 1,00 1/ 
17. 8S "-------~ 
Figure 4.- Three-view drawing of model 3 as tested in the Langley 
20-foot free -spinning tunnel. Center-of-gravity location shown 
is for the normal loading. 
NACA RM No. L8J28 
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Figure 5.- Three-view drawing of model 4 as tested in the Langley 
20-foot free-spinning tunnel. Center-of-gravity location shown 
is for the normal l oading. 
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(a ) Three -view drawing . Center-of -gravity location shown is for normal 
l oading . Revised e l eva tor and wing tips installed . 
Figure 6.- Model 5 wi t h r evisions as tested in the Langl ey 20 -foot f r ee -
spinning tunnel. 
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f" "" 
l1il79'!' line ~or '" 
trimmer ............... '\ 
" 
" Lor9'e wing tip ---f~' , 
Sfl?o/ / win9 ti/J - _____ -I 
E /el/ofoJ' fob.) Illn5'/.!" lin~ of 
15 percerr c/Jom //n~ 
Larg'e e/tt!vutor 
Small e/evot-or 
49 
E /eyotor hinge line 
- -=:-..:::J 
I 
I 
---+-___ --4-_ _ _ . L __ 
~JJ6''---=r -'I 4-.01"~ 
(b) Or iginal and revised configurations of wing tips and elevator s. 
Figure 6 .- Concluded. 
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Spo if e r - -----. 
.:. Chord 
// 
8 .5 2 
1/ ~----------------J6.47 ----------------~ 
o 
2. 
~---- 19. 86-" ------1 
9.31 
/I 
Figur e 7 ·- Three -v iew dr awi ng of model 6 as t ested i n the Langl ey 
20 -foo t free -spinning t unne l . Center-of -gr avity l ocation shown 
i s f or the normal l oading . 
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Figure 8.- Three -view drawing of model 7 as tested in the Langl ey 
20 -foot free -spinning tunnel . Center -of -gr avity location shown 
is for the normal loading . 
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Figure 9.- Three -view drawing of model 8 as tested in the Langley 
20-foot free-s~inning t unnel. Center -of -gravity location shown 
is for the normal l oading. 
.f Chord ~,:;r·11 C./.9° 
I 36.00" 1 ~ 0 =± ~ t.- ~ 
1_ 
~/067'~ \~I -c= :' ft ~ 
(a) Three -view drawing. Center of gr avity shown is for normal l oading . 
Figure 10.- Model 9 with revision as tested in the Langley 20-foot free-spinning tunnel. 
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(b) Horizontal tail and simulated propeller fin area. 
Figure 10. - Continued. 
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Points of towline attachmenT 
20~Sp(7n II 
SlaT --~--~-/~.I() -----------!~ 
JS% Span-'--___ +--E-----//.40"-______ -....; 
SlOT 
~------------ 17. 70 "---------i 
~-----...-----J8. 00 "--------------l~ 
r--.5lat chord = 0./$0 C 
------ - --3~--
~--- c===-J ~ 
(c) Slats and parachute towline attachment points. 
Figure 10. - Continued . 
_______ J 
NACA RM No. L8J28 
Pitch flap 
~p//t rudder 
Pitch flop /)i~e line 
Sc.oop ,udder 
l7Inge line 
Split rudder hinge line 
(d) Spl it rudder s , s coop rudder s , and pitch f l aps. 
Figure 10 . - Concluded . 
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.S6" 
.3.4-9 ;; 
Slot section t 
I" --E _ 36.00// 
- - ! -- .1 
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(a) Three-view drawing. Center-of-gravity position shown is for normal loading. Landing gear 
extended and slats open. 
Figure 11.- Model 10 with revisions as tested in the Langley 20-foot free-spinning tunnel. 
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(a) Three-view drawing. Center-of-gravity location shown is for the normal loading. 
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Figure 12.- Model 11 with revisions as tested in the Langley 20-foot free-spinning tunnel. ~ 
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Figure 12.- Concluded. 
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Figure 13 ·- Three-view drawing of model 12 as tested in the Langley 20-foot free-spinning tunnel. 
Center-of-gravity location shown is for the normal loading. 
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NACA RM No. L8J28 
Quarte r chord 
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Figure 14.- Three-view drawing of model 13 as tested in the Langley 
20-foot free-spinning tunnel. Center of gravity shown is for the 
normal loading. 
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Fi gure 15 . - Three -view drawing of mode l 14 as tested in the Langl ey 
20 -foot free -spinning t unnel. Center of gr avity shown is for the 
normal loading . 
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Fi gure 16.- Graphical det ermination of the centripetal and angular acceleration during a tumble of 
model 13 . Bas ic data given in figure 1. 
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Figure 17.- Typical motion, which is represented by the symbol A in 
the key to the data, in which the model tumbles. 
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Figure 17.- Concluded. 
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Figure 18.- Typical motion, which is represented by the symbol B in 
the key to the data, in which the model did not tumble and dived 
with slightly damped oscillations in pitch until striking the 
safety net. 
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Figure 18.- Concluded. 
------- - --- ------ ----------
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Figure 19. - Typical motion, which is represented by the symbol C in 
the key to the data, in which the model did not tumble and dived 
with rapidly damped oscillations in pitch which were completely 
damped before striking the safety net. 
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Figure 19. - Concluded. 
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Figure 20.- Typical motion, which is represented by the symbol D in 
the key to the data y in which the model did not tumble and the 
oscillations damped almost instantaneously and dived with no 
oscillations - pitch. 
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Figure 20 .- Concluded . 
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Figure 21.- Typical tumb l e of model 9 when released from a nose -up 
attitude. Clean configuratioIl; stick full -back; wheel neutr al; 
scoop rudders and pitch flaps neutral; static margin a~proxi ­
mately 0 .2 percent. Camera speed) 64 frames per second. 
Vel oc ity of air str eam) appr oximately 75 feet per second) 
full scale. 
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Figure 21.- Concluded. 
--- --- ---~- ----- --_._-
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Figure 22.- Typical oscillatory motion of model 9 when released from a 
nose-up attitude. Clean configuration; stick neutral; wheel 
neutral; scoop rudders and pitch flaps neutral; static margin 
approximately 0.2 percent. Camera speed, 64 frames per second. 
Velocity of air stream, approximately 75 feet per second, 
full scale. 
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Figure 22 .- Concluded . 
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Figure 23.- Typical action of parachutes in producing recovery from an 
established tumble on model 9. Clean configuration; stick neutral; 
wheel neutral; rudders neutral; static margin approximately 
0.2 percent. Camera speed, 64 frames per second, full scale . 
Towlines attached to rear portion of wing tips . Parachute 
diameter, 7 feet, full scale. Parachute drag coefficient, 
approximately 0.7. Towline length, 10 feet, full scale. 
_________________ ~_. _________ ._ J 
